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Legal Disclaimer & Forward-Looking Statement
Except for the statements of historical fact, the information contained herein is of a forward-looking
nature. Such forward-looking information involves known and unknown risks, uncertainties and other
factors which may cause the actual results, performance or achievement of the Company to be materially
different from any future results, performance or achievements expressed or implied by statements
containing forward-looking information. Such factors include continued availability of capital and financing
and general economic, market or business conditions.
Although the Company has attempted to identify important factors that could cause actual results to differ
materially, there may be other factors that cause results not to be as anticipated, estimated or intended.
There can be no assurance that statements containing forward looking information will prove to be
accurate as actual results and future events could differ materially from those anticipated in such
statements. Accordingly, readers should not place undue reliance on statements containing forward looking
information. Readers should review the risk factors set out in the Company’s Filing Statement as filed on
SEDAR.
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The Global Voice Market Opportunities
The Global Voice Market is comprised of two distinct sub-markets, the Traditional
(fixed lines and mobile lines) Telecom Carrier Traffic market and the OTT Services
(subscription-, advertising-, and transaction-based) Traffic market, each with their
own unique opportunities.
§ Global minutes (Carrier Traffic + OTT) are growing 13% annually
International Traffic (billion minutes)

1200

Carrier Traffic

§ Total voice (Carrier Traffic + OTT) reached 1.4 trillion mins in 2019
§ The OTT traffic alone reached 1 trillion mins in 2019, up from 420
billion in 2015 (a 24% CAGR)

OTT Traffic
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The OTT Services Market: fast-growing market ($89
Bn as of 2019 and expected to rise to $180 Bn by
2025, a 14% CAGR) with ample room for product
grouping and innovation
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The Traditional Telecom Carrier Market: compromised
of, among others, the International Long-Distance
Wholesale Market (mature market of roughly $25
Bn as of 2019), with opportunities for industry
consolidation and reorganization

Source: TeleGeography
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Consolidation-as-a-Service
Telcos and Carriers have historically focused
on a national or regional geography, typically
constrained by a specific regulatory and
legislative environment.

With the rise of substitutes, small Telcos and Carriers
are struggling to establish the necessary scale by
themselves to make their platform business viable
and visible à Introducing Upco

Introducing the Federated Business
Platform for the Telco Industry

v Digital Services
Common platform coordinated by
central “federated initiatives” that
provide common business processes
for all

v Wholesale Telecom
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Who We Are & Our Vision
Who We Are
Upco International Inc. (CSE: UPCO) is a
Vancouver and New York City based
telecom and digital services
company founded in 2014 that
provides price competitive, highquality and privacy-protected
telecom and communication
payment social platform in niche
markets globally.

UPCO Vision
To become a global federated
enabler that provides common
business processes in terms of
“Infrastructure-centric” and “Servicecentric” concepts for Telcos, as well
as cutting-edge financial solutions
(developed by third-parties) through
the Upco application for all of its
users.
CSE:UPCO

Upco’s Business Focus
Wholesale Telecom

Digital Services

Wholesale Voice

Over-the-Top

Wholesale SMS

Blockchain

Retail Voice

Push Payments

Data Roaming Solutions

Remittances
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Executive Management Team

Juan Ramos Taboada

Sebastiano Galantucci

Andrea Pagani

Board Member & Head of Wholesale Telecom

Board Member & Head of Digital Services

Board Member & CEO

Mr. Ramos Taboada, based in Argentina, has extensive
experience in building successful companies. From 2000 to
2010 Mr. Ramos Taboada was the Vice President Latin
America of iBasis. iBasis is the leading international voice
carrier and provider of value-added services for mobile
operators. In 2011 Mr. Ramos Taboada was the Strategic
Advisor for SKYPE for Latin America He was instrumental in
helping SKYPE to develop its Latin American footprint.
From 2011 to 2015 he was the COO of Business
Telecommunications Systems (“BTS”), one of the top
Worldwide Wholesale and Retail Telecom Carriers in the
world. Mr. Ramos Taboada holds a Mechanical Engineering
degree, an MBA from IESE (Barcelona, Spain), and an AMP
from Harvard Business School.

Sebastiano has long and credible experience in the
business management as team player in cross-culture
environment from leading local team to executive
management positions. From traditional telecom sector
(over 20 years ) to digital arena, he got the chance to
enrich his professional tenure. The last experience
(2017-2018) was about building a Digital Enabler with
operations in London, Bahrain, Hong Kong and Manila
through acquiring a company and repositioning it with
the new focus on innovations as telecom grade OTT
based app, OTT SIM and in particularly in the Fintech
area. M&A and business development are the key area
of interest.

“Visionary” is what suits Andrea perfectly. Holding a bachelor
in computer science in nanotechnology and graduated cum
laude from university Politecnico in Milano shows his
potential. He started his career working for various world
leading telecom operators solving complex business
development
projects
globally.
His
specialty
nanotechnology brought him to found Upco where he
initiated (based on blockchain technology) an application
that supports a combination of industries such as mobile
payment and telecom. His ability to see “over and above”
adds value to help develop commercial products with this
high-end application. In this dynamic moving industry and
time he supports the board in continuous search for new
opportunities.
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Wholesale Telecom
Opportunities in a Mature Market
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Why? – The “Wholesale Telecom” Gap
§ As it was previously shown, Carrier Traffic progressively grew until 2014 and then started to
decrease due to the rise of OTT communication services on mobile
§ HOWEVER, OTT services cannot fully compete with terminated traffic, which remains partly
protected in the medium term
§ OTT services are offered on a best effort basis that is not suited to all customers (B2B, high end, etc.)
§ OTT services require data connection and a smartphone, two conditions not yet accessible to more
than 50% of the 8 billion people around the world (Statista)

Smartphone users in Billions

# of Smartphone Users Worldwide from 2016 to 2021 - Significantly less than Total World Population (8 Billion)
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The Wholesale Telecom Opportunity
Upco aims to achieve the necessary scale as a wholesale carrier to better capture
the ongoing outsourcing of voice traffic by World Telecom Operators to Wholesale
players.
§ The need for overall structure (costs) reduction, the limited adjacencies of voice carriage to its
fundamental core business, and the continuing average price per minute erosion are encouraging
World Telecom Operators to outsource their voice transportation business to Wholesale Carriers.
Minutes

2005

2015

2022E

Directly Terminated Traffic

48%

32%

25%

Wholesale Traffic

52%

68%

75%

Source: TeleGeography

§ The international Wholesale market is a very fragmented market. Currently, the Top 25 carriers account for
around 60% of the total global market and are encompassed of several World Telecom Operators that
are looking to outsource this business to Wholesale Carriers.
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How? – The Upco “Wholesale Telecom” Strategy
Inorganic Growth
To become one of the top 25
players in the International
Voice Wholesale Market by
year 5

Aim to achieve the necessary scale
as a distinct Wholesale Carrier
while considering geographic
complementarity among selected
carriers for inorganic and FCP
expansion

CSE:UPCO

Federated Carriers Program (FCP)
- Companies with up to US$20 million in revenues
- A model of building a group of telecom carriers
working under a global umbrella (Upco) to
integrate market positions into a scalable operation.
Mature Companies
- Companies with over US$250 million in revenues
- M&A of carefully selected carriers with access to
different World Telecom Operators.

World Telecom Operators
Access to voice traffic
outsourcing by World
Telecom Operators to
Wholesale players

Organic Growth
Upco management team is known in the Wholesale
Market with high knowledge of the key success factors
of this business.
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The Federated Carriers Program (“FCP”)
The “Federated Carriers Program” or FCP is a new aggregation formula for smallmedium sized carriers that leverage their current market position to further grow
synergistically under the Upco umbrella as one entity.
FCP unlocks value for partner non-public carriers and its investors
by consolidating them with Upco.
FCP creates a Unique Positioning Strategy for the smallmedium sized carriers by entering in a new business
partnership with Upco (the program initiator) and, at the
same time, with other carriers already in the program to
achieve cost synergies and better cross-selling
capabilities among them.

CREATE

TRANSFORM

new
opportunities

the business
model

ENGAGE

EMPOWER

In the
Collaboration

the Unity

ELEVATE
the targets
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How does the FCP work?
2 Stage Acquisition Process
Stage 2 (Final Completion):
§ Remaining 49%
§ Partner’s decision from 12 to 24 months

Stage 1 (Initial Completion):
§ 51% of partner company

Partner
§ Carriers that want to
enhance their market
position and join a
new growth model

CSE:UPCO

Business Model
§ Develop the Partner business as
part of the Federated Carrier
Program (FCP)
§ Partners continue to run the
business as normal, but
consolidate revenue in UPCO

Value Stream

§ UPCO gets business operations running and
consolidates Partners’ revenues
§ Synergies developed in the areas of admin,
commercial and tech
§ WIN-WIN: Post Stage 2/full acquisition of
Partner, Upco & Partner should benefit from
the consolidated financials and synergies
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Digital Services
Upco Mobile App
(to be marketed as “UpOne” soon)

UpcoNet

CSE:UPCO

UpcoPay
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While Digital Transformation Is Inevitable…
Digital Transformation is shifting the traditional practices of several industries into a
new set of tools, transforming their business model
Digitalization:
§ Provides decentralized solutions for organizations
(for example, in telecom)

Telecom

Finance

Media

Retail
2016

Areas where

Health

Utilities Transport

§ Empowers users to benefit from open solutions in
Finance (i.e. Fintech)

2025

focuses:
UpcoNet

CSE:UPCO

§ Grants stakeholders a direct impact into an
organization through the new cloud organizational
ecosystem (reduced costs and increased
efficiency)

UpcoPay

§ Fosters direct Interaction between users and
businesses (i.e. shopping) through messaging and
chat apps.
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… A2A Transfer & eWallet Markets are Growing Fast
"Account to Account (A2A) transfer will eventually
threaten cards’ position as the main source of noncash
retail payments.” - McKinsey

“European consumers have a strong history of preference
to bank-based payments as opposed to credit utilities.
We expect that trend to not only continue but to
accelerate.” - WorldPay

Market Potential (European Union – UpcoPay’s first
target market)

$1.9 Tn
Total Addressable Market (TAM) – 2018
Global Payments Revenue
(McKinsey)

$345 Bn

Serviceable Available Market (SAM) –
2018 European Payments Revenue
(McKinsey)

$12 Bn

Serviceable Obtainable Market (SOM) –
2020 European eCommerce Revenue
for Pay by Bank Transfer (WorldPay)

CSE:UPCO

EMEA eCommerce Payment Methods
35%

29%

30%
25%

22%
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16%
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10%
5%
0%

A2A
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eWallets

Debit Cards
2019

Credit Cards

Other

2023E
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UpcoNet - The Voice & Data of the Future
Voice

Data

§ Strong communication kit (VoIP
application) for calls and chat

§ Effective Server-less technology:
high scalability and no middleman

§ Powerful calling-out functionalities
with 40% estimated savings for
the user on international calls

§ Possibility of air-time balance transfer

§ Enhanced Data-saving capabilities.
Seven times less data bandwidth
usage than incumbent apps
§ Unique end-to-end encryption (256
AES). Upco does not sell analytics
or usage data to anyone

CSE:UPCO

§ Compatible with all devices, carrieragnostic, through Global Data via eSim,
which is compliant to all relevant
GSMA/3GPP/ETSI standards

eSim card works in 100+
countries

WWW.UPCOINTERNATIONAL.COM

Download Packages Affordable Connected
Anytime
Community
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Introducing the Revolutionary UpcoPay
Unique Payment & Connectivity Platform that facilitates Account-to-Account
(A2A) payments (Push-payment) using the largest network of banks in the EU
§ Innovative, highly-advanced e-Wallet system comprised of a front-end app and back-end
software with the capacity to undertake various functions.
§ Customers simply use their existing bank account for checkout and payments are
confirmed instantaneously for the Merchants

Benefits for all participating Parties:
Value Line: Substantially reduced transaction fees (up to 40%) compared to conventional services
provided debit and credit cards)
Merchants: Improved cashflow certainty for merchant due to the instant payment, generating
loyalty to the app

Easy

Speed

Convenience

Users: Secure payment system that avoids the sharing of personal information (push payment)

CSE:UPCO
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UpcoPay’s Functionalities
Money Transfer

e-Wallet
ü Store Multiple
Bank Accounts
ü Store
Cryptocurrency
ü Provide Exchange
Services

ü Bank-to-bank
Remittances

$

3

1

Bank accounts

Payment Options
ü
ü
ü
ü

In-App
Push Payment
Customer/Merchant
QR Code
Point Of Sale (POS)

ü f

4

2
CSE:UPCO
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Embracing the Push Payment Model

Push payments consumer has to only trust their payment provider and
their own device.

Source: AOC Solutions

CSE:UPCO

The Payment Card “Four-Party” (Pull Payment) Model - Consumers
authorize merchants to pull money out of their account.
Consumer has to trust in all parties involved.
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Embracing the Push Payment Model (cont.)
§ Embracing the push pay model will attract more customers to
the Upco app:
§ Faster Transactions (less parties involved)
§ More Security
§ The push payment model could also be applied by the
buyer and the seller without using credit-card rails (reduced
costs and more speed)
PAYMENT METHODS

PAYMENT METHODS

§ This is especially true when open banking
regulations are in place, as is the case in
Europe with its recently implemented Second
Payment Service Directive (PSD2)
OPEN BANKING IS THE LARGEST DISRUPTION TO HIT THE FINANCIAL
SERVICES INDUSTRY IN A GENERATION

CSE:UPCO
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Mobile Payments Applications Comparables
Company

Geographic

Mobile App

Cost

Payment Security

EU (for now)

Yes

Low

Very High

Credit

Global

Limited

Very High

Very High

Debit

Global

Bank App

High

High

Global

Yes

Very High

High

Global

Limited

Very High

High

UpcoPay

Prepaid

ALL OTHER PAYMENT PLATFORMS AVAILABLE (e.g. APPLE PAY, GOOGLE PAY, AMAZON PAY, ETC.) USE EXISTING CARD NETWORKS
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Digital Services - Go-to-Market Strategy
Divided into two distinct channels:
1)
The Consumer Channel
2) The Telecom Operator (Telco) Channel

Where to Play
Large Addressable Markets triggered by the Digital Transformation phenomenon:
Digital Payment Finance Market and Digital Telecom Market

How to Play
Implementation is Key
THE TELECOM OPERATOR
(TELCO) CHANNEL

THE CONSUMER CHANNEL

CSE:UPCO
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The Consumer Channel
Upco provides a sharing cloud-platform that generates value for all partners surrounding the App User.
Merchant Benefits
- Savings on commission to
traditional global payment
companies
- More protection/higher
security from fraudulent card
usage
- Immediate availability of the
funds after a transaction

Upco Consumer
Product
Company
(UCPC)

Upco Merchant
(UM)

App User*

Point-of-Sale Company
Opens its system to new
banked-commerce facilities
at a lower cost per
transaction

Upco POS
Partner
(UPP)

Consumer Product Company
- Gains access to a new marketing
tool to reach consumers by
partnering with a new payment
system (UpcoPay) that offers
discounts to buyers of its products
- Objective: help the UCPC
participate in a current observed
tendency in e-commerce:
conversational commerce
Conversational commerce is a system of direct
communication between a brand or business
and its customers, through instant digital
messages that are shared on chat app platforms
and that incorporate the ability to make
purchases online.

*App User: Benefits from a consolidated network of strategic
alliances around Upco gaining access to lower priced products.
CSE:UPCO
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The Telecom Operator (Telco) Channel
Leveraging the Wholesale Telecom business unit success

Strategy

Rationale
•

CSE:UPCO

Relationship already in place
with the Telecom Operator
(Tier 2/MVNO/Fix line) via
wholesale telecom business
unit

•

•

Objective

Promote the Upco App to
the retail division of the
Telecom Operator

•

Upco App will be offered to
the Telco’s customers under a
profit-sharing agreement

•

Increase Upco’s
awareness in selected
markets
Increase App
downloads

WWW.UPCOINTERNATIONAL.COM

Success Story
Synergies among
Upco’s business units
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Telco’s Magic Formula for Growth: Fintech
FINTECH AREAS
Key Related Areas
with Telecom

Payment

Remittance

Banking
Proprietary Digital
Banking or via
Partnership

Mobile Ecosystem
(via OTT)

+

Mobile Operations

New Development

New Development

New Development

Mobile Money

N/A

Optimal Startup
Condition

N/A

+ Partnership

Additional
Revenue
Customer Base

CSE:UPCO
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Conclusion & Roadmap
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Upco’s Integrated Offer & Revenue Stream
Strategy for Revenue and Profitability:

Brand Awareness

Start by leveraging core business capabilities
and assets (Wholesale Telecom)
2. Reinforce or defend the core by expanding
into related adjacencies (Voice & Data)
3. Continue adding value to different customers
(OTT and UpcoPay)
4. Attain leadership economics
Data Retail
through synergized product mix

Financial
Service
(UpcoPay)

1.

OTT Service
~30-40% Margin

(Roaming)

Voice Retail

Wholesale
Telecom

~12-15% Margin

~25% Margin
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Wholesale
Telecom

Digital Services

Upco

~6-7% Margin

Wholesale
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Upco’s Value Creation Next 3 Years
The “new” UPCO will aim to have a strong global presence
while attracting key players in telecom and fintech as partners
of its Federated Business Platform.
Stage 2 (2021): Operational growth in
Stage 1 (2020): Complete the

Wholesale Telecom via Upco’s

acquisition of the first three

organic and inorganic strategies

companies to increase revenues

and continue marketing Upco’s

and grow operations

digital services

Stage 3 (2022): Continue growth strategy by
consolidating the mature Wholesale
Telecom market while establishing a
stronger unique position in the Fintech
arena via the Upco app

synergistically.
- Q3 2020: Complete 1st and 2nd
Acquisitions
- Q4 2020: Complete 3rd
Acquisition

CSE:UPCO
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Share Metrics & Ownership
52-Week Stock Chart (CAD$)

CSE: UPCO
Share Price (CAD)

$0.07

Market Cap (CAD)

$6.6M

Shares Issued & Outstanding

94,109,756

Warrants

2,593,425

Options

6,770,000

Fully Diluted Shares Outstanding

103,473,181

52 Week Range (CAD)

$0.03 - $0.18

As of July 17, 2020

Major Shareholders
Management Ownership

~30%

Coserfi S.R.L.

18.6%

Aduna Holding GmbH

6.7%

Institutional Ownership

~6%

CSE:UPCO

Source: TMX.com
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Contact Information
Vancouver Headquarters
Upco International Inc.
Unit 204, 1715 Pritchard Rd.,
Cowichan Bay, BC V0R1N1,
Canada
Phone: +1 (604) 3080340

CSE:UPCO

New York Headquarters
Upco Systems Inc.
747 Third Avenue, 2nd Floor, #116
New York, NY 10017, USA
Phone: +1 (212) 461 3676
office@upcosystems.com
www.upcointernational.com
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